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Reasons for the Demand of Kurdish Translation Services
The Middle East has quite a different culture as compared to the rest of the world. In fact, their way of lifestyle,
heritage, history, and several other such aspects are also pretty different from what we normally see in other countries.
One such major point of difference is the list of different languages which are spoken in the Middle Eastern countries
and the surrounding areas. Starting from Turkish to Arabic, several such languages are spoken in these places.
However, recently, the Kurdish language has become one of the most accepted languages not only in the Middle
Eastern countries but also in several other Asian countries like Pakistan, Azerbaijan, and so on. Hence, the demand for
Kurdish translation services have increased rapidly.
What is Kurdish language and where it is spoken? Kurdish language comprises of five major dialects which are spoke
by different communities in Kurdistan. These dialects are:
Kurnanjior Northern Kurdish
Sorani or Central Kurdish
Failior Southern Kurdish
Gorani or Hawrami
Zazaki
It first popularized from small communities living in the rural parts of southern, northern, and central Kurdistan. As
people started migrating from these areas to other parts of Middle East and surrounding Asian countries, the language
got more popularity and now is spoken in several countries, including the three countries where it has been accepted as
one of the official languages- Iran, Iraq, and Armenia. In other countries, however, the language is yet to become
official but is spoken widely in Azerbaijan, Syria, Lebanon, Pakistan, Turkey, and Turkmenistan.
Need for Kurdish Translation Service
As more and more people are migrating to different parts of the world from these countries, the need to have a reliable
and professional translation service for Kurdish language is also increasing. Presently, it has become imminent for
most translation companies to include Kurdish in their linguistic list.
The team at Vanan Translation consists of:
1. Highly skilled translators having more than a decade of experience in this field.
2. Proof readers who are responsible for checking the translated documents, finding the mistakes, and tallying
them to the original papers submitted by the clients.

3. Analysts who are concerned with understanding the matter of any document, book, paper, or other things which
are written in the Kurdish language.
Every member of the team is not only skilled but also passionate about their work. That's why they have received a lot
of praises and appreciations from clients over the years. And that is exactly what motivated them to diversify their
language translation services to other domains like Kurdish to other language translations and vice versa.
Choose professional translation services for your Kurdish language translations
Vanan Translation understands your dilemma of choosing them as your partner for Kurdish translation, especially if it
involves documents like birth certificates, police reports, thesis papers, and so on.
Below are the features of Vanan Translation that makes the company stand out in the industry:
Teams comprise of dedicated members who masters in their own domains
Proof reading and rechecking of translated documents to avoid any mistakes
Providing certified Kurdish translations into other languages including English, Spanish, Japanese, Chinese, and
others
Quick deliveries without compromising the quality of the translations
Handling documents and sensitive information with 100% confidentiality and care
Vanan Translation is the best company to go to at the moment for all kinds of translations as they have different teams
who work on different aspects of language translation, especially when it comes to such complicated languages like
Kurdish.
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